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Ramblings from Jessie: Books I Recommend
recommend definition: 1. to suggest that someone or something
would be good or suitable for a particular job or purpose, or
to suggest that a particular action.
verbs - I recommend vs. I would recommend - English Language &
Usage Stack Exchange
Definition of recommend verb in Oxford Advanced Learner's
Dictionary. Meaning, pronunciation, picture, example
sentences, grammar, usage notes, synonyms.
*I recommend you to * - NativeSpeakerOnline
S2 W2 verb [transitive] 1 ADVISEto advise someone to do
something, especially because you have special knowledge of a
situation or subjectrecommend (that) I recommend that you get
some professional advice. In everyday English, you recommend
that someone does something: I recommend.

recommend | meaning of recommend in Longman Dictionary of
Contemporary English | LDOCE
I recommend that you do not take this pill. I recommend that
your wife does not take this pill. I recommend that you not
take this pill. I recommend that your wife.
“I recommend that you do not” vs. “I recommend you not”
I recommend the new Chinese restaurant to you would be
correct, but it would be more common to simply say "I
recommend the new Chinese.
I recommend that you in Spanish | English to Spanish
Translation - SpanishDict
Hello forummates! I have come across this phrase in a english
grammar exercise: "I recommend you take a tour through the
desert".
Content Recommendations | Richmond Hill Public Library
gentle used children's clothing, resale, reuse, recycle your
kids clothes through consignment at pipsqueak resale boutique.
Related books: AARPs 5 Secrets to Brain Health, Start & Run a
Tattoo and Body Piercing Studio (Start & Run Business Series),
Free Games for the Kindle Fire (Free Kindle Fire Apps That
Dont Suck Book 7), Celebrate the Spiritual Realities of Life
(Revelations of the Soul Book 4), Lacrosse Firestorm (Matt
Christopher), Juan Manuel de Rosas. La ley y el orden.
(Spanish Edition), Alphasaurs.

Reviewed November 18, Super place! The object of recommend is
what is being recommended, not the person it is being
recommended to. Tom, I Recommend is not generally accepted
formally, and I'm telling you from the personal experience.
Ithinkitwouldmoreoftenbeeither"Irecommendthatyouwatchthismovie"or
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